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QUESTION: 228 

When architecting Coordination Point (CP) server into a Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) 

environment, what should be done to ensure the CP service remains online? 

A. configure multiple CP server instances on the same node 

B. configure CP server as a resource in a VCS cluster 

C. ensure that the CP server is backed up regularly 

D. ensure that the CP server is on a reliable network  

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 229 

Refer to the configuration below: group dbsg ( 

SystemList = { sym1=0, sym2=1, sym3=2, sym4=3 } SystemZones = { sym1=0, sym2=0, 

sym3=1, sym4=1 } AutoFailOver = 2) 

Which action will Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) take when dbsg faults if it is currently online 

on sym1? 

A. The service group is shut down by VCS. 

B. The service group fails over if another node exists in the same zone. 

C. The service group fails over to another node within the other zone. 

D. The service group restarts on the same node.  

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 230 

What is an advantage of using Endpoint Discover over Network Discover? 



 

A. Ability to pause an in-progress scan 

B. Ability to schedule the scans 

C. Ability to scan online machines 

D. Ability to scan many machines in parallel  

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 231 

Which type of resources are considered by Veritas Cluster Server when determining whether 

a service group is online? 

 

 

A. OnOnly 

B. OnOff 

C. Persistent 

D. None  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION: 232 

What should a system administrator do to stop a detection server? 

 

 

A. Access the Enforce Server Detail page and select "Done" 

B. Access the Server Detail page and select "Stop" 

C. Access a command prompt and enter the command "net stop service VontuMonitor" 

D. Access the services panel and stop the VontuMonitorController service  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION: 233 

Which statement describes a DLP Agent encryption feature? 

 

 

A. The key size is standard and unconfigurable. 

B. The key is randomly generated for the agent store. 

C. The system administrator can generate a unique authentication key. 

D. DLP Agent-to-server communication uses Secure Socket Layer (SSL).  



 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION: 234 

What is the sequence of message processing for Network Monitor? 

 

 

A. Packet Capture -> File Reader -> Incident Writer 

B. Detection -> Packet Capture -> Incident Writer 

C. Incident Persister -> Manager -> Notifier 

D. Incident Persister -> File Reader -> Manager  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 235 

What is the recommended deployment location for Network Monitor? 

 

 

A. Inside the secured corporate LAN 

B. Within the demilitarized zone (DMZ) 

C. In its own isolated virtual LAN (VLAN) 

D. On the WAN side of the corporate router  

 

 

Answer: B 
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